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the beholderthe beholder
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History of Medical Ethics

 The concept of PATIENT as PERSON

 The assertion that HEALTHCARE is a 
RIGHTRIGHT

 The evolution of CODE of ETHICS
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AAO Code of Ethics

 First specialty society of develop code

 Stemmed from need to control MD 
response to the FTC release of advertisingresponse to the FTC release of advertising 
ban

 Concern over Medicare billing
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Healthcare Crisis

 Financial Crisis

 Current Administration offers a solution 
that hinges on insurance coverage andthat hinges on insurance coverage and 
insurance company control over decision 
making/ allocation of resources

Issues that are not addressed

 Patients personal responsibility to health

 Physicians ability to practice without fears 
of malpracticeof malpractice

 Pharmaceuticals continued drive for 
research and development

 Attorneys who foster distrust of the 
medical system
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Financial Forces 

 Unhealthy population raises the cost of 
healthcare 

 Physicians practice defensive medicine Physicians practice defensive medicine

 Pharmaceutical/ Device manufactures 
must recoup investments

 Attorneys have “no cap” for medical 
malpractice claims

Ethical Imperitive

 Unless we create a meaningful dialogue 
among these four factions –healthcare as 
we know it in the US will fail – and costs 
will be rationed by an outside “insurance” 
system

Review of the Four Factions

 Patient

 Healthcare provider

 Pharmaceutical/ Device Company Pharmaceutical/ Device Company

 Legal System
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Patient

What motivates a patient?

 A life free of illness

 Access to care

 Ability to be part of the decision making Ability to be part of the decision making 
process

 Ability to choose the highest quality 
care/drug/device

Health

 Need a cultural shift that “health” is not 
purchased or provided

 Individual responsibility to foster a lifestyle Individual responsibility to foster a lifestyle 
that protects health

 Choose to support systems that enhance 
to health of our country
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 Discourage industries that undermine 
health
TobaccoTobacco

Alcohol

Food Additives

 Need an ad campaign for individuals to 
“take back their health”

Access

 Healthcare is a right in our country

 Healthcare is provided in fragmented 
settingssettings

 Protection of guaranteed access with 
“insurance” is often denied to people who 
need it most
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Treatment Choices and Costs

Patients have become consumers

Direct to Consumer Ads have changed the 
interaction between patient and providersinteraction between patient and providers

Patients want healthcare dollars to be used 
to purchase drugs/devices regardless of 
cost

Healthcare Provider

What motivates the provider?

 Salaries should cover debt or perceived 
sacrifices as well as cost of practicesacrifices as well as cost of practice

 Desire to Care and Cure can enable 
dependent patient behavior

 Fear of litigation can cause overutilization 
of the system
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Cost of Education

 High tech means high cost of education

 Medical training wants the best and the 
brightestbrightest

 Debt is a motivator for career selection

Compassion

 Enter medical field to help people

 Personality mix affects choices
Enable negative behaviorEnable negative behavior

Avoid confrontation 

Avoid negative self image

Fear of Litigation

 Providers want to do the right thing
Bad things can happen

Honesty is essentialHonesty is essential

 Providers are afraid to self regulate
Ask a nurse

 Uncertainty is difficult
Easier to over test than under diagnose
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 We need real numbers to demonstrate the 
effect of defensive medicine!

Pharmaceutical/Device 
Manufacturers

What Motivates 
Pharmaceutical/Device 
Manufacturers?

 Many of the advances of modern medicine 
were made from the investment into 
research and development. These 
investments must be recouped

 They want people to “like” them. 
Companies can market directly to 
consumers
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 They want the medical community to “use” 
their products. Despite the new Pharma 
regulations, many healthcare providers are g , y p
influenced by indirect benefits. These 
influences must be recognized  if any 
meaningful healthcare reform takes place

 Built in to cost of medications is cost of 
liability.

 Generics have profit without the Generics have profit without the 
“overhead” of branded products

Innovation

 When a problem is seen and a solution 
achieved –that is a “good”

 We need to prioritize our problems to steer We need to prioritize our problems to steer 
use of manpower and resources

 Value in true innovation must be 
encouraged versus only looking at the 
financial returns
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Utilization

 The more drugs or devices sold adds to 
not only a financial bottom line , but also 
ensures a reputation of leadership and p p
respect

 If superior products exist – they should be 
supported regardless of the marketing and 
promotional campaign

Malpractice Attorneys

What Motivates Attorneys?

 Protection of the public from incompetent 
medical personal

 Financial gains for patients and self Financial gains for patients and self

 Class action notoriety
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Protect the Public

 Despite medicines best efforts to ensure 
the competency of its professionals, some 
individuals have repeated offensesp
Ego

Reputation

Money/ Lifestyle

Justice

 Assumes justice is only achieved with a 
financial gain

 Ignores truth-telling apologies correcting Ignores truth telling, apologies, correcting 
an error

 Continues to drive a system by fear –
rather than initiating a motivation to a 
higher level of care

Is there a solution?

 Yes, Yes, Yes

 Involves public dialogue

 Involves data/ full disclosure Involves data/ full disclosure

 Involves an ethical balance
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Patients

 Reclaim the desire for health before 
disease strikes.

 The “doctor-patient” relationship is p p
essential in order to fight illness when it 
happens

 Understand the role of profit when dealing 
with pharmaceuticals/ device 
manufactures and attorneys

Providers

 Acknowledge the personality traits that 
brought you to medicine

 Acknowledge to influence that finances Acknowledge to influence that finances 
impact your decision making
Debt

Corporate benefits

Fear of Litigation

 Need to show our country the true cost of 
defensive medicine before the public 
demands an adjustmentj
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Pharmaceutical/Device 
Manufacturers

 Education without manipulation

 Strive for true revolutions in medicine

Malpractice Attorneys

 Encourage self-regulation

 Encourage caps

 Encourage social supports Encourage social supports 

Conclusion

 Without honest dialogue regarding 
motivating factors that influence the four 
factions we discussed, healthcare will be ,
reduced to financial rationing.

 It is our ethical duty within these groups to 
reconcile the multiple forces that pull us 
apart
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Thank You!


